DRAIN FOAM UNITS

The “PORTABLE DRAIN FOAMING UNITS” operate on compressed air and require only pre-mix chemical solution to create thick, long lasting foam.

- Create consistent foam during use.
- Are portable and easy to move.
- Reduce labor time.
- Utilize non-pressurized tanks.

Item Number: FI-25 DKV
*25 gal foam with viton pump & complete Drain Foam Attachment (DFA)
*S.S. couplers for foam wand to easily connect with DFA

Item Number: FI-15 RMDKV
*15 gallon foamer with viton pump and complete drain foam attachment (DFA)
*S.S. couplers to easily connect foam wand with DFA
FEATURES & BENEFITS

The DFA (Drain Foam Attachment) is recommended to ensure proper foam generation from biofilm drain chemical. The DFA has Patent Pending technology that will mix the chemical to a rich lather of foam, which is necessary to ensure the chemical cleans the entire drain including the top of the trunk lines. *VITON pumps are recommended for any FOAM-IT drain foamer.

**Item Number:** DFA
- 12 inch S.S. disc
- S.S. couplers to connect DFA with discharge ball valve of any regular FOAM-IT foamer
- Rubber Drain Plug creates a seal to contain foam in drain for trunk line cleaning
- Ergonomic “T-Handle” design

**Item Number:** DFWA-12
- 12 inch S.S. foam
- 1/2 inch NPT by 48 inch S.S. wand

**Item Number:** DFWA-7
- 7 inch S.S. foam disc with gasket
- 1/2 inch NPT by 48 inch S.S. wand

**Item Number:** DFA-12
- 12 inch stainless steel disc

**Item Number:** DFA-7
- 7 inch stainless steel disc